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Abstract: With the rapid development of fresh produce e-businesses, return problems 
have gradually highlighted. How to handle fresh electricity supplier return problem 
reasonably is an urgent problem to be solved. This paper first analyzes the reasons for 
the return of fresh produce e-businesses, and then point out the problems which the 
fresh electricity supplier will face in the process of dealing with the return, and finally 
put forward the corresponding solutions. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Since 2012, Fresh produce e-businesses develop rapidly. fresh electricity enterprises 
no matter big or small spring up in the country, fresh field will be a market where will 
have many chances, the electricity supplier will not lose this opportunity. According to 
the statistics in 2015 the Chinese fresh electricity supplier transactions reached 56 
billion yuan, and predicating that in 2017 the transactions will exceed 100 billion yuan 

[1], fresh areas will be an important opportunity. All electricity suppliers will race to grab 
this chance. With the development of the electricity supplier, return disputes and 
complaints triggered by fresh quality problems are increasing. Returns in e-commerce 
environment refers to consumers return the products which have some problems or do 
not meet their requirements to the merchant who provide products[2]. 
 

2. The Overview of Fresh Produce E-businesses 
 
The total retail sales of Chinese fresh products is about 2 trillion and 500 billion yuan 
while the online transactions account for only 1%, the future of this proportion is 
expected to reach 10% that means the market scale reached 250 billion. In recent 
years, fresh produce e-businesses develop very fast which is really a thriving scene. 
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various fresh electricity providers are expanding their scale. But behind the scenes of 
prosperity is painful reality, according to statistics, the country's more than 4 thousand 
fresh electricity supplier, only 1% profit,4% flat, 88% loss. the last 7% huge loss [3]. 
What fresh electricity supplier operate are fruits, vegetables, meat, seafood and other 
fresh products which have a short shelf life possessing characteristics like perishable, 
geographical and seasonal restrictions. So compared with other categories of electricity 
supplier users, fresh electricity supplier users not only sensitive to the price, the quality 
also has higher requirements. 
 

3. Analysis of Fresh Electricity Supplier Return Reason 
 

3.1 Asymmetry of Product Information 
 

Customers often get most of the goods information from the fresh web page, because 
consumers in electronic commerce without experience, try-on, try the trial and 
foretaste the characteristics. When customers receive the real product, they find the 
color is different from the Internet that they saw previously or they feel not good which 
will let customers feel that the products are far more worse than they expect. 
Customers will want to return the goods. 
 

3.2 Logistics Services 
 
Many small fresh electricity enterprises do not have their own independent logistics 
system, in order to reduce the cost they choose the third party logistics to distribute 
their goods. Some logistics enterprises don’t have a set of scientific management 
system, in the process of transportation. They can’t manage well. In this process, some 
logistics problems like commodity loss, commodity damage, delivery time is too long, 
distribution personnel service attitude is poor. 
 

3.3 Customer Personal Reasons 
 
After contrasting different fresh electricity suppliers, customers feel buying this thing is 
very convenient so they complete the transaction. But after these customers receive 
the products, they may find these have some gap with their imagination. Maybe the 
purchase of goods is just a consumer impulse, resulting in regret. these circumstances 
are common causes to lead customer to return goods. 
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3.4 The Quality of the Product Itself 
 
Goods based on the reasons for the return mainly include: product failure, product is 
inferior or fake goods; products will expire, fresh electricity suppliers provide 
consumers with other things, the wrong goods and other reasons. 
   

3.5 The Time Is Too Long 
 
The product of fresh produce e-businesses has the characteristics of perishable. Along 
with the prolonging of time of delivery to consumers, product freshness will be affected, 
and ultimately affect the quality of the products. 

Because various causes of return will make the cost increased, and return cost of 
fresh electricity is much higher than the traditional fresh return cost. In general, fresh 
products of fresh electricity supplier appear to return which must be delivered by the 
cold chain logistics back to  business to guarantee the product with the greatest value 
return to the merchants, in the process, the goods will undoubtedly increase return 
spoilage, because fresh products sold by fresh electricity suppliers have been very 
expensive, and the logistics cost is also very high ,leading high cost of fresh electricity 
businesses. Not only  the reverse logistics problem, return goods fresh electricity 
suppliers can be hardly sold again, and the return will influence on the social reputation 
greatly, all these will cause the return cost greatly. 
 

4. Fresh Electricity Supplier Products Returned Problems 
 

4.1 The Cost of Reverse Logistics Is Too High 
 
Because of fresh agricultural products no matter forward or reverse logistics need to be 
transported through cold chain logistics. Fresh agricultural products need to be placed 
in a certain temperature to ensure the perishable products remain in a fresh state. This 
logistics requirements higher than the general logistics. Of course, the cost will be 
much higher. Due to the high cost, return policy of some fresh electricity supplier do 
not be developed very well. When consumers have to return their demands, fresh 
electricity providers often choose to delay and be careless. This makes the interests of 
consumers damaged, eventually leading to the loss of consumers. 
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4.2 Fresh Electricity Supplier Lacks Cooperation with Cold Chain Logistics Carrier 
 
Fresh agricultural products need to go through the hands of fresh electricity supplier 
and cold chain logistics carrier before they arrive the hands of consumers. Fresh 
electricity providers outsource their distribution to the third party cold chain logistics, 
products in the hands of logistics providers, fresh electricity supplier can’t monitor the 
quality, finally the products reach to the hands of consumers. If the quality of products 
have something wrong , the cold chain logistics provider also should undertake. 
However, when the final product quality problems arise, at last who bear responsibility, 
bear the return cost ,this may lead to divergence with each other. 
 

4.3 Return Policy That Is Too Harsh Can’t Attract Consumers 
 
Now many fresh electricity suppliers know that the return cost is too high, they don’t 
want to bear the return cost. But to attract customers, fresh electricity suppliers have 
to promise to customer that products can be returned. So they develop some more 
stringent return standards. 
 

4.4 Return Product Value Loss 
 
The quality of fresh product with the extension of time decline, when returned products 
through reverse logistics back to the hands of the merchant, some can no longer be 
sold again. 
 

5. Return Policy Improvements of Fresh Electricity Supplier 
 

5.1 Select The Appropriate Return Reverse Logistics Model 
 
According to the different return logistics channels, currently in the world there are 3 
main kinds of reverse logistics mode for product recycling that are self-management 
model, outsourcing model and joint business model [4]. Self-management model refers 
to enterprises design an independent return logistics system, the return of goods 
processed by the enterprise funds. Outsourcing model refers to enterprises will be get 
back returned products through payment by the third party logistics company to 
complete. Joint business model refers to cooperate with some online businesses who 
sale similar goods with us, through joint ventures and other forms to launch alliance 
organizations, establishing a return logistics information system to deal with return 
logistics together[5]. 
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5.2 Online Businesses Should as Far as Possible to Provide Comprehensive Information 
on The Site 

 
In addition to including the basic information about the product color, weight, volume, 
material etc., should also tip the goods color aberration to what extent, real will be 
smaller or thinner than expected, and something that need to be careful about the 
product and so on. There are more methods to more clearly introduce goods. For 
example, add a video on a commodity page, tell consumers how to use in order to 
achieve the best absorption effect. Only allow consumers to clearly understand the 
product of a series of information, will reduce the gap between the actual product and 
customer imagination, reduce the possibility of consumers want to return. 
 
5.3 Strengthen and Cold Chain Logistics Service Providers to Establish Good Relations 

of Cooperation 
 
Using contract or rewards and punishments measures to restrict and supervise each 
other, in order to all can work together to ensure the quality of products, to reduce the 
damage rate, reduce the return possibility from consumer. 
 

5.4 Improve Fresh Product Return System 
 
Investigation shows that more than 74% of customers admit that when they make a 
purchase decision, they consider after-sales service and return regulations firstly [6]. 
Therefore, the manufacturer's return strategy has become a very important market 
competition weapon, which directly affect the sales of goods and corporate profits. 
Clearly, the preferential return regulations will become the most powerful commercial 
competitive weapon [7], good return policy that can make consumers have a sense of 
security and feel they can guarantee their own interests, which will attract more 
consumers. 
 

6. Conclusion 
 
In the background of the rapid development of the fresh electricity business, 
enterprises want to develop fast, they must treat carefully when they face the return 
problem between with customers. Fresh electricity suppliers should be care about the 
interests of customers, respect them when they want to reduce the return cost. win the 
reputation of the consumers, win the support of consumers, obtain the trust of 
consumers, can help suppliers win or success in the many fresh electricity supplier. 
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